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Abstract

Automatically extracting rooftop information from aerial photographs
using point cloud generations tools and point cloud plane segmenta-
tion algorithms is a interesting and challenging topic. Previous studies
on rooftop extraction have used airborne Light Detection And Rang-
ing (LiDAR) derived point clouds or point clouds generated from pho-
tographs taken specifically for point cloud generation. We have used
photographs taken from the Swedish National Land Survey database to
generate point clouds using stereo-matching for rooftop segmentation.
Aerial imagery from this data is both cheap and has nationwide cover-
age. Point cloud generation tools are evaluated based on coverage, point
cloud size, geographical precision and point density. We propose a novel
combination of property map clipping and rooftop plane segmentation
algorithms derived from aerial photography via point cloud generation
after comparing promising segmentation algorithms. We conclude that
the point clouds generated from the aerial imagery are not sufficient for
the implemented method for completely extracting all rooftop segments
on a building in an urban environment.

Keywords: rooftop, 3D point cloud, roof plane detection, segmentation,
airborne photography, semi-global matching.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background

Detailed geometrical information of a city landscape can be useful in numerous activities,
such as city planning, virtual tourism or placement of solar panels. The positions and angles
of rooftops is an important key to many of the above, and a cheap and accurate way of
gaining the information of such would be desirable. Photos taken by an air plane in flight
during a regular survey are relatively cheap and if such an inexpensive avenue could be used
to automatically produce detailed rooftop information it would be to great benefit.

Airborne photogrammetry, the technology to obtain information about the environment
through recording, measuring and interpreting images, in combination with geographic
information systems (GIS), have given users means to quickly gather large amounts of
detailed information about the landscape [1]. Airborne photogrammetry can be used to
produce for example point clouds, orthophotos and Digital Surface Models (DSM) [2, 3, 4].

Geo-referenced three dimensional (3D) point clouds is used in the production of both or-
thophotos and DSMs as well as in computer graphics to produce stunning 3D models. These
point clouds are typically produced either by airborne laser scanning (ALS) which is some-
times referenced as airborne LIght Detection And Ranging (LiDaR), or stereo images taken
from digital cameras [5]. The usage of LiDaR point cloud span from road extraction for
simulations, paleontology and city modeling due to its spatial accuracy [6, 7, 8]. A combi-
nation of both these techniques have also been explored in previous studies, wielding good
results for finding and modeling buildings and rooftops [9, 10, 11].

Multiple photos taken from a high resolution airborne digital camera has in conjunction
with photogrammetric techniques such as semi-global matching (SGM) and structure from
motion (SfM) been shown to produce comparable results both in forestry and in urban
environment. One main advantage of photographic images over LiDaR images taken from
airborne vehicles is the relative low cost of photographical imagery and photogrammetry
[2, 9, 12, 13]. However, due to the nature of photographs with respect to shadows and
inability to penetrate the canopy, a previous DSM with high accuracy is needed for the
photographic method to produce highly accurate point clouds accordingly to some studies
[9, 13]. This inability of photographic images is to a certain degree less announced i LiDAR
images.

In Sweden a major producer of high resolution airborne images is the Swedish National
Land Survey (Lantmäteriet). Lantmäteriet produces high resolution photography for Digital
Elevation Model, (DEM, similar to a DSM) , and orthophoto production. Lantmäteriet has
also produced a ALS survey called “Nationella Höjdmodellen”. The airborne images have a
higher spatial resolution compared to ALS and is taken at a much higher temporal resolution
than the ALS [14, 13]. There are currently no plans to renew the nationwide ALS survey,
so any LiDAR maps will have to be updated through separate LiDAR projects.
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Metria AB, formerly a subdivision within Lantmäteriet, is a consultancy in Geographical
Information Technology (GIT1) as well as a developer of different products with connection
to GIT. A recent product has been solar maps, showing for example a municipals rooftops
exposure to solar radiation. The maps have been produced using ALS point clouds, either
previously collected by Lantmäteriet or the municipality has bought specific ALS for the
area of interest. Due to the price difference any type of ALS point clouds and point clouds
generated by photograph both Metria AB and consequently its customer would like to ex-
plore the options with airborne imagery and point cloud generation. Metria has supplied
this thesis with imagery and other resources such as computer hardware and software.

For solar maps, city modeling and many GIS associated applications, rooftop feature ex-
traction is a vital step for increased accuracy. Rooftop extraction from point clouds created
from aerial photography can be a useful and cost efficient method for gaining information
for a variety of applications.

1.2 Aim of the thesis

This thesis intends to find methods for automatic extraction of rooftop information in 3D
point clouds generated from airborne photography in the context of available data from
Lantmäteriets photography. To facilitate this we will present tools and algorithms needed
to produce point clouds from aerial photography and implement a suitable method for au-
tomatic rooftop extraction in a produced point cloud.

1.3 Related work

Most work for automatic rooftop extraction or building remodelling in general has been
done on LiDaR derived point clouds [15, 10, 16] or very dense photogrammetry derived
point clouds [3] with varied results.

This study is an indirect continuation of the work of Viklund (2014) which used similar
datasets and point cloud generation for estimation of stem volume for a wood procurement
planning tool [17].

1Not to be confused with the version control system developed by Linus Torvalds nor the word in British
slang.
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2 Material

The premise of this thesis is the given data from airborne photography and LiDAR, avail-
able from the government agency the Swedish National Land Survey (Lantmäteriet) via the
GIS company Metria AB. This chapter will present the available data material, airborne
photography, LiDAR point cloud and the GSD-Property map as well as a brief introduction
to SWEREF 99 TM, the Swedish national coordinate system.

2.1 Lantmäteriets Airborne photography

Figure 1: A small part of an aerial photo from the UltraCam
Eagle camera taken over Umeå. The original im-
age as a pixel resolution of 25 cm, while precise
enough to spot bicycles, not near good enough to
identify individual humans.

Lantmäteriet have continuously
from the 1930:s taken aerial im-
ages over Sweden. The previ-
ously analog cameras have been
replaced with digital. The lat-
est digital camera that is used by
Lantmäteriet is the UltraCam Ea-
gle (UCE) from Microsoft, and an
example image can be seen in Fig-
ure 1. The particular UCE cam-
eras from Lantmäteriet has a focal
length of 80 mm and a pixel size
of 5.2 µm. The imagery provided
from this camera type is avail-
able in 2013 and has now a nation
wide coverage. Over urban areas
the images are taken from a flight
height at approximately 3 800 m
while over more isolated areas 7600 m. The images are taken along flight paths with an
aerial vehicle flying in a specific cross pattern (see Figure 6).

Each image provided has a pixel resolution of 0.25 - 0.5 m on the ground depending on
flight altitude. Each individual image covers an area of 4.8⇥3.1 km of the ground and has
at least 60 % overlap along the flight path and 20 to 30 % across. The resolution of each
image is 13080⇥ 20010 pixels and are delivered in TIFF format with an accompanying
orientation file giving SWEREF 99 TM RH2000 coordinates and a rotation matrix [18].
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Table 1 UltraCam Eagle camera specifications for images from Lantmäteriets survey.
Focal length 80 mm
Pixel size 0.0052 mm
Resolution 13080⇥20010 pixels
Color 4 channels - R, G, B & NIR
Overlap At least 60 % along, 20 to 30 % across flight path.
Image cover 4.8⇥3.1 km
Coordinate system ESPG:3006 (SWEREF 99 TM)

2.2 LiDAR datasets

The LiDAR point cloud in this thesis were provided by Lanmäteriet and originate from
the project called Nya Nationella Höjdmodellen, new national elevation model, which is a
survey to provide height data for climate adaptation. This project started 2009 after a the
Swedish government decided 2007 to update the nationwide digital elevation model (DEM).
The airborne scanning is supposed to be finished 2015 and it has used several scanner system
with a mean error of height of ca 0.05 m and 0.25 m on plane. Over the testing area for this
study, Umeå, the system that was used was the Leica ALS60/14.

The data was scanned in areas of 25⇥ 50 km with a scanning angle of ±20� and each
scanning had an overlap of 20 % of each flight path and the data is delivered in 2.5⇥ 2.5
km squares after processed for geographical adjustment in SWEREF 99 TM RH 2000 index
system. The particular data used in this thesis was acquired 2012. The lidar point cloud is
currently not something that Lantmäteriet will be updating, due to high costs [19].

2.3 GSD-Property maps

Vector GIS data, compared to raster or point clouds, are digital maps that uses geometrical
primitives (points, lines, curves or polygons) and other mathematical expressions to repre-
sent geographical information. The Geographical Sweden Data (“Geografiska sverigedata”)
is a large national database containing vector data as well as other geographical information.
The GSD-Property map is a database in which most of Swedens geographic attributes are
stored, such as buildings, administrative regions, roads, ground classification, water forma-
tions, national parks and more in vector format with overlaying . It is a continuously updated
database with the rate of updates depending on co-operation of local (state, municipally) of-
fices. Photogrammetric methods such as aerial photography and LiDAR are used in part for
creation and revision of the database. The map initiated sometimes in 1935 as a continua-
tion of the then called Economic map with property information from “Förrättningsakter”
from the 18-century and forwards. The map was for a time called the “Gula kartan”, the
yellow map, until 2000 when it was completely digitalized and changed name to its current
Property map (“Fastighetskartan”) [20].
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2.4 Coordinate systems

The coordinate system that is used in this thesis is SWEREF 99 TM for planes and RH 2000
for height. Any coordinate system must use a certain reference frame. SWEREF 99 is an
realization of an earth-centered, earth-fixed geodetic Cartesian reference frame where the
Eurasian plate is static (no continental shift). SWEREF 99 is defined by 49 fixed reference
stations of which 21 are located in Sweden (The original SWEPOS stations) and the others
in Norway, Finland and Denmark, see Figure 2. The global position system, (GPS) uses
a coordinate system called World Geodetic System, WGS 84 which is exchangeable with
SWEREF 99, with an difference of a few decimeters. RH 2000 is a similar system for
measuring heights. [21]

Figure 2: The fixed reference stations which the SWEREF 99 uses for reference. Image
from Lantmäteriet.
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3 Method

To fulfill the aim of the thesis, have conducted an evaluation of the available tools, method
and algorithm in both the process of creating point clouds from photography and likewise
methods for extracting rooftops from the created point clouds. A small urban area in Umeå
was explored from a subset of the aerial imagery produced by Lantmäteriet nation survey
and this area was be chosen due to its clearly defined roofs, with complex roof topology.
Evaluation material was looked from the viewpoint of scientific literature and also a subset
of common tools currently used in the industry. The evaluation will present prominent tools
and algorithms and compare the tools for point cloud creation.

The goal of the first half of the thesis will be to create an adequate point cloud from the
aerial photography. To reach this goal we will evaluate prominent point cloud generation
tools and create point clouds and compare them. The tools will create point clouds only
from the available dataset of aerial photography from Lantmäteriet. Point cloud generation
will be done on an regular desktop workstation. These point clouds will be compared with
the LiDAR point cloud to evaluate precision. The comparison will be measured using the
CloudCompare software [22]. From each point cloud, points along roof ridges of a pre-
chosen neighborhood will be manually selected. First coordinates of each point will be
compared and secondly heights and length of a building, measured also from roofs ridge
will be approximated and compared, using a pair of points selected. For each pair of points
the length will be calculated and an average will be calculated. Due to the inexact nature of
manual point selecting this will potentially include some uncertainty, however it could still
be viewed as a rough estimation of the precision of the point cloud. The density of the point
clouds will be presented using a simple statistical measuring method. For each sample point
all point within a radius of 1 m will be counted, excluding the point of origin, resulting in
the approximative density of the point cloud. For the evaluation of point cloud generation,
only precision will be judged, not speed of algorithms.

The goal of the second half of the thesis will be to present an satisfactory rooftop segmen-
tation algorithm that works on the available point cloud. For this problem a similar review
of available roof extraction methods with special interest of shape detection algorithms will
be conducted. The algorithms will be presented and evaluated in comparison to each other
based on respectively strength and weaknesses. To evaluate both generated point cloud and
roof segment extraction an implementation of a suitable method chosen from the previ-
ous segmentation algorithm evaluation will be created using suitable software engineering
tools. This implementation will be evaluated in the previous created point cloud from the
Lantmäteriet aerial imagery. It will be evaluated in respect to how many roofs it identi-
fies and the roofs topographical correctness. The correctness will be judged by the general
shape of each buildings roof segments compared to visual inspection of an original aerial
image. The topography of each roof will be judged on rough shape (i.e ridges separating
segments, chimneys and other smaller obstacles ignored). The evaluation will take place in
a known pre-selected area in the point cloud.
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4 3D Point cloud

The concept of point cloud creation and its uses is well understood in the industry and in
the academic world. It is used extensively in the robotics industry, GIS industry, computer
graphic and archeology. When measuring with LiDAR or similar techniques a point cloud is
created per default. But when using photographs, photogrammetry methods such as Struc-
ture from Motion is used to create a 3D point cloud. This also means that any point cloud
created from photos are prone to errors from processing, not just from image acquisition
like LiDAR.

The outline of this chapter is first a description of structure from motion, describing a typical
workflow and briefly explaining algorithms used in the process. Secondly, a presentation
of the point cloud generating tools used in the thesis. Finally two sections about the point
cloud creation and dataset configuration and the properties of generated point clouds.

4.1 Structure from Motion algorithms

Structure from Motion (SfM) is the problem of acquiring the 3D structure of a scene and
camera motion from a set of images depicting the same objects, or perhaps more specif-
ically the reconstruction of a 3D point from multiple corresponding image points using
triangulation and camera projection matrices. While numerous versions of methods has
been described in literature a typical SfM workflow is described in Figure 3. In short, the
workflow is acquiring images, feature detection and description, bundle adjustment, densi-
fication of point cloud and georeferencing (triangulation och each pixel or point in the point
cloud). The methods presented in the following sections a more prominent and used (with
adaption) in software such as Photoscan and SURE.

To reach the goal of acquiring a 3D structure from a scene it is important that the cameras
relative position, pose and the technical properties, the extrinsic and intrinsic parameters, is
known. Either by beforehand measuring the variables (this is known as camera calibration)
or calculating the parameters, only relying on the correspondent features (see Section 4.1.1)
in the set of images. While calculating the parameters takes more computational power, it
can give more freedom for matching and adjusting the image sets.

4.1.1 Feature detection and description

When looking at an image humans can quickly identify objects and features in it. For
computers there exists a number of algorithms that identifies feature points in images. These
detected features are used to find correspondence between images.

One of the most famous ones is Scale Invariant feature transform (SIFT). SIFT is used to find
keypoint extraction (i.e features) in images. It is named SIFT as it transform image data into
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Figure 3: Typical SfM workflow, starting from an image set to a referenced 3D point cloud.
Each step can use multiple and various methods, SIFT and Semi-Global match-
ing is but examples of feature detection and point cloud densification respec-
tively.

scale-invariant coordinates relative to local features, i.e. each descriptor is oriented by its
dominant gradient direction. It is used to match multiple images. Objects in different images
will have different scale, depending on lens, distance to object and position. The SIFT
algorithm first uses a difference-of-Gaussian function to identify potential key points, if it is
a local extrema it is a potential key point. Then it uses Taylor series expansion to get a better
location of the extrema and if it is less than a threshold (0.03 in Lowes 2004) it is discarded.
Points along edges are suppressed using a ratio between the eigenvalues of the Hessian
matrix. For each potential key point that is left, an image descriptor is computed. This
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is a position-dependent histogram depending on image gradients directions (Histogram of
Oriented Gradients, HOG), measured at the selected scale in the region around the keypoint.
SIFT is patented in the USA by the University of British Columbia [23, 24, 25]. Other
well known feature description algorithms are Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) and
Gradient Location and Orientation Histogram (GLOH).

Figure 4: Example of feature points detected in an image.

4.1.2 Bundle adjustment

Bundle adjustment is a large sparse geometric parameter estimation problem, with the pa-
rameters being 3D feature coordinates, camera poses and calibrations. [26]

The name bundle adjustment comes from the “bundles” of rays that’s leaving each 3D fea-
ture point and converges to each cameras center (and vice versa). These bundles are adjusted
optimally with respect to feature and camera position. The result is camera orientation, both
interior and exterior and a sparse point cloud

4.1.3 Semi Global Matching (SGM)

Given a pair of images, pixel wise matching, such that needs to be done when creating a
dense point cloud, assumes that each pixel has a match in the other image, resulting in a
parallax image. To cope with the uncertainty of per-pixel measurement more constraints are
added. Typically one of those is an assumption of a smooth surface. Each matching relation
has a matching cost and the sum of these are the global matching cost. Algorithms that
globally minimize matching cost between two pixels and the smoothness constraints are
called global image matching. These are very good in terms of cloud quality and resolution,
but since the problem of minimizing global matching cost for images are known to be NP-
hard, they are not practical on large imagery. The idea of Semi global matching (SGM)
is to minimize an approximation of the global cost. This is done using the assumption that
interior and exterior image orientation is known, and that all matching pixels lie on the same
epipolar line. When using multiple images covering the same, each resulting disparity map
can be fused to remove outliers resulting in higher accuracy. [27]
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4.2 Software

While there exist a number of point cloud generating applications, for example VisualSFM,
Pix4D, IMAGINE Photogrammetry (LPS), ContexCapture CENTER, Photomodeler and
more, only two where chosen for evaluation due to their ease of use and relatively good
results, the decision of which was based on the previous study by Viklund 2014 [17], namely
Agisoft Photoscan [28] and nFrames SURE [29]. Viklund used primely used SURE. They
have previously been compared at a number of studies [30, 31] with comparable results or
in slight favor for SURE. However, we have found no previous comparison with the type
of data used in this thesis. The SURE software takes oriented images as input. Image
orientation can quickly and easily be acquired through Photoscan, and then undistorted
images can be exported to SURE. Photoscan needs only the images and camera parameters
as input to produce point clouds, both sparse and dense.

While Photoscan is a proprietary software from Agisoft, and thus not much is known exactly
which algorithms it uses or how they are implemented they probably use feature matching
such as SIFT and bundle adjustment algorithm for solving the orientation problem. Its
dense surface reconstruction are probably an implementation of SGM or something similar
for their high or very high accuracy. [32].

The SURE toolkit uses Semi Global Matching to densify the point cloud, and uses a recti-
fication process to produce epipolar images for the SGM to use. While both programs have
more functions, such as generating DSMs, this study will not investigate such features.

4.3 Point cloud creation

Figure 5: Point cloud generated from aerial images over Umeå using
SURE

Two different point clouds
where created from aerial
photos and evaluated. First
using only Photoscan,
and secondly both Pho-
toscan (for feature match-
ing, bundling, selecting
and aligning the photos)
and SURE (for image
matching, cloud densi-
fication and final point
cloud creation, see Fig-
ure 5). The latter work-
flow was based upon
what is described in a
previous study made by
Viklund 2014 [17].

The city of Umeå was chosen as testing area for this study, and a set of images from the
latest survey (2014) was acquired. While many more very high resolution images where
accessible, due to hardware limitation (lack of RAM) only four were actually selected for
the point cloud generation. Due to the size of area covered in each images and the relative
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low overlap of the images across the flight path, it is unlikely that more pictures would add
significant enhancement of the result compared to the amount of memory the would require
(See Figure 6).

Figure 6: Each numbered dot represent in what position the airplane was when a picture
where taken during the survey 2014. For the actual cloud generation, only images
number 153, 154, 155 and 290 were used.

A sparse point cloud was generated using Agisoft Photoscan (feature detection, image
matching, bundling and global positioning) with images, camera coordinates and lens focal
length.

First we ran Photoscans densification feature, resulting in a dense point cloud. The program
where run with as high settings as the hardware allowed, possibly reducing the potential
accuracy and density of the resulting point cloud. The images and orientations from Photo-
scan bundling where exported to nFrames SURE, where densification is done using SGM.
The resulting point cloud is tiled in 1⇥ 1 km tiles, compared to Photoscans full area point
cloud.

4.3.1 Cloud properties

The area selected for precision testing was located in the Haga district in Umeå. By man-
ually selecting roof ridges and comparing the point coordinates for 8 different houses be-
tween the point clouds created and the LiDAR cloud (see Figures 7 and 9) the result was
an euclidean distance mean error on the X-Y plane was 52.65 (SD 0,54) m for Photoscan
and 0.0841 (SD 0.12) m for the SURE derived cloud. The point clouds was of the reference
on the Z-axis by a mean of 3140 resp 2380 meter respectively. The relative error in the
distance between the ground and roof ridge was 10.631 (SD 1.42) m and 5.7 (SD 1.13) m
respectively. Measuring along the ridge, i.e. measuring roof length, the result was mean
difference of 0.12 and 1.19 m in Photoscan and SURE respectively clouds.

The SURE derived point cloud had a density of average 14.96 points within a single meter
while the much less dense Photoscan derived point cloud had about 3.16 points within a
single meter, see Figure 8. Both clouds had a good coverage of roofs, but building walls
and areas around and under vegetation had much less and often zero coverage with points.
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Both clouds also suffer from wave like patterns in the point distribution. The total number of
points in the testing area clouds where 1,608,160 points and 3,811,812 points for Photoscan
and SURE respectively.

(a) (b)

Figure 7: Examples of point cloud generated by (a) Photoscan and (b) SURE software.
Both are segmented areas in the district of Haga, Umeå. While covering roughly
the same area and with exchangeable precision the SURE point cloud is much
denser.

(a) (b)

Figure 8: Measured density of point clouds. Each points counts the number of neighbors in
a radius of 1 (meter) in all three dimensions, thus the mean results exclude a sin-
gle point for the origin of the search. (a) Represent the much sparser point cloud
created using Photoscan while (b) represent the result of the SURE workflow.
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Figure 9: The measuring was done using the CloudCompare application by manually se-
lecting the out most of a roof ridge.
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5 Rooftop segmentation algorithms

Rooftop segmentation is the first and most vital part of roof extraction and roof reconstruc-
tion, which in turn can lead to other applications such as solar panel placement, city planning
and more. Roof extraction methods exist for more media than point clouds. For example, a
derivative of point clouds, depth surface maps (DSM), has been shown promising result in
acquiring detailed information about roofs [3, 33]. However, given the availability of point
clouds, extracting information directly from point clouds is beneficial, regardless of what
type of point cloud LiDAR or from photography.

In general, roof reconstruction algorithms comes in two major methodological categories:
model based or data-driven. Model based algorithms are generally faster and seems to be
more appropriate when dealing with clouds with low densities. They are also always in the
“correct” shape, i.e. they are always in the shape or form that is being searched for depend-
ing on the models in the database. The caveat to this is that complex structures cannot be
found since they are not in the library of models. Data driven algorithms are more versatile
but also more prone to false finding and erroneous topography. Data driven algorithms uses
the segmentation discovered to build complex topographical shapes and compared to the
model based algorithms data driven algorithms are more versatile and sophisticated, but do
require more dense point clouds [16]. This thesis will concentrate on the segmentation part,
leaving roof reconstruction to further investigation.

This chapter present in its first section three distinct algorithms for shape detection, a large
subset of roof segmentation algorithms. The second sections presents an implementation of
a selected algorithm and the final chapter presents the result of testing said implementation
on the point clouds generated in Chapter 4

5.1 Primitive shape detection

One of the easier methods for roof extraction is finding one or more types of primitive
geometric shapes, plane, cones or cylinders, where planes are the most beneficial due to
the typical nature of roof structures. This could then be used in conjuncture with a more
sophisticated model of a roof or a data driven process to distinguish the roof.

5.1.1 RANSAC

There is a myriad of different ways of detecting primitive shapes from point clouds. One
is using RANdom Sample Consensus (RANSAC), which is a versatile iterative method to
estimate parameters of a model (for example a plane) [34]. The RANSAC algorithm is used
in many application to remove outliers. It is used in the point cloud creation process to
remove incorrect feature matches, but also in areas as far from photogrammetry as genome
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screening [35].

The RANSAC algorithm works in principle by taking a minimal set of data to identify the
primitive, randomly selected from the point cloud (or any kind of dataset). The identified
primitive is then tested against all other points to find how many of the of point match the
selected primitive. If this found number of points are larger than a predefined threshold and
the probability of finding a better fit with the selected points are lower than another prede-
fined threshold the points are extracted and the algorithm starts over with the remaining data
points. After a given number of trials or when all point are accounted for the algorithms
terminates. [34, 36]

Since it debut in 1981 there have been extension to the general algorithm, for example
MLESAC or MSAC, which improves the robustness with modified score functions, with
a cost of potential decreased performance. However, in 2007 Schnabel et al. presented
something they called an efficient RANSAC for shape detection in point clouds. While this
algorithm also uses a modified score it also uses an additional sample to quicker evaluate
and discard relatively low scored shapes. The score also takes into account how many close
point match the selected shape[37]. This particular shape detection algorithm is also used
in the popular Cloudcompare application for viewing point clouds. [22]

5.1.2 Hough transformation

Yet another popular way of detecting primitive shapes is using the versatile method called
Hough transformation. First described in its modern form in 1972 as one of the results from
the research around SHAKEY the first general-purpose mobile robot, it has been extensively
used in the computer vision field since. It is considered a standard method for for detecting
lines, circles and other primitive shapes in raster images (2D). However, it can also be used
to detect more complex 3D shapes. Unfortunately, it is associated with high computational
costs, which limits its uses. Due to this, many extensions as been made, similar to the
RANSAC algorithm. While they are numerous, the author have tried to limit our searches
for point cloud and 3D shape recognition.

In principle the Hough transformation works by mapping every point in the data to a mani-
fold in the parameter space. This manifold describes all possible variants of the parametrized
primitive. The most common way to speed up the algorithm stems from clever ways of
making the parameterizing simpler or limit the parameter space. This is especially true
for 3D shape detection, where for example to detect a plane using the plane equation
ax+by+cz+d = 0 requires 4-dimension Hough space, which will quickly eat up memory
and performance, due to theoretically, all possible planes in every transformed point need
to be examined. Assuming normalized normal vectors we can represent a plane using only
two of the Euler angles and distance from origin, a,b,d. The third Euler angle is not needed
since the information when transforming around the axis in redundant [38].

More complex shape detection (such as a spherical, cones or other polygons) requires im-
practical amounts of memory [39, 38].

5.1.3 Region growing

Region growing algorithms typically works in the following manner: Calculate each point
smoothness, i.e. curvature value, and sort the point accordingly. Start at the point with
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the minimal value, which is probably a flat surface and compare the angle between the
point normal and the neighbor. If this angle is less than a certain threshold add to the
current region and continue add neighbors. Some implementations use mean square error
to calculate the error threshold for the points in the region in comparison to the optimal
plane of the current region [40, 41].

These region growing algorithms for detecting planes are quite robust when there is many
planes to detect and quite resilient to noise [42].

Region growing algorithms is considered faster than the previous mentioned methods but
not as accurate.

5.2 Implementation

From a local GSD-Property map supplied by Metria over the district Öst på Stan buildings
are exported and using FME [43] scripting, the corresponding coordinates of each building
in the point cloud is clipped removing noise from the clouds, resulting in a list of potential
roofs (with possible walls). This now cleaned list of smaller clouds covering a possible
roof each is then processed in a primitive shape detection algorithm, using Schnabel 2007
RANSAC algorithm [37]. This modified RANSAC algorithm was chosen for its promising
results and its relative ease of implementation. This part was written in C++ and using Point
Cloud library [44], a framework for handling 3D point clouds in C++. Each identified roof
plane is isolated into yet smaller point clouds.

Figure 10: Buildings selected from testing area. The GSD-
Property vector map has been filtered using
FME, selecting only the building layer.

The efficient RANSAC algorithms
as described by Schnabel et al.
2007 has a number of parameters
to be defined when in use. These
parameters are as follows a mini-
mal number of points, nmin, which
for a low resolution point clouds
such as used and created could
be very important both in taking
away noise and makes it possible
to detect roofs with a low number
of points. A point will belong in a shape if its approximate normal is within a a degree devi-
ation from the supposed planes normal. This angle-threshold combined with the generated
point clouds noise uncertainty makes plane detection non-robust. A low value would be
better for validity but higher value for more reliability, but could include false positives. Yet
another parameter is bitmap resolution b which ideally is set to the minimal of the distances
between neighboring pixels and d which is a threshold for the maximal distance between
a point and a possible shape, which should be as low as the point cloud allow. The final
parameter of great importance is the probability P which a primitive is overlooked, a low
P will result in accepting suboptimal planes while a high P value will result in missing
potential roofs. In the testing stage, while a larger area was used, the parameters where cal-
ibrated after best results for a particular building, see Figure 12a, and while the same point
cloud was used the difference between each building are large enough to affect the outcome
negatively.
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5.2.1 Results

The result of the roof segmentation can be seen in Figure 11. 94 buildings with potential
roof selected in the testing area. While many segments where detected, and some buildings,
such as the prominent Tingsrätten (see Figure 12a) have almost all roof segments identified
correctly, others such as see in Figure 12b have very little topography correct. 8 out of 94
roofs where topographically type correct. Of these 7 where simple constructions with one
prominent ridge. The exceptional roof with multi-ridge roofs that where segmented correct
was the roof selected for initial parameter fitting.

Figure 11: The result of a roof segmentation in the test area. While some buildings roofs
where adequately identified and correctly segmented the majority where frag-
mented, giving little clues to how the actual topography of the roof where in
reality.

(a) Umeå tingrätt with randomized colors on iden-
tified roof segments. Most of the buildings
roof are correctly segmented, displaying cor-
rect topography.

(b) One of the less correct segmented buildings in the
testing area. While the general shape of the roof can
bee seen through a human eye, there is very little
information left about the roofs properties such as
angles, area and topography.

Figure 12: Two segmented rooftops from the testing area.
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6 Discussion

While it certainly is possible to extract rooftops and gain information of these from the aerial
photography, a major problem seems to be resolution and completeness of the generated
point cloud which probably led to the low success rate for the implemented rooftop segment
method. Despite this, some rooftops where successfully identified, extracted and segmented
correctly.

The two chosen tools for point cloud creation, SURE and Photoscan performed different
in precision in the x-y plane, with Photoscan being unusable with a mean shift of 52.65
m, while in the SURE cloud, the chosen method for measuring, was probably responsible
for the error since the human error of selecting the exact same point in two different point
clouds are probably greater than the actual difference. Both clouds performed equally bad
in calculating height positions, being unreliable due to very large error in estimated height.
The normalization for the ground plane that was done by Viklund [17] could be an important
factor to minimize or completely remove this error. However, that do require an available
height map (in this thesis a LiDAR collected point cloud could serve as this) which would
defeat the purpose of cheap point clouds. However this did not present a problem for the
roof segmention algorithms, as they work relative to each potential building, which is why
little time was used to investigate the problem in this thesis.

Since the point clouds density is lacking in areas, potentially due to shadows, trees or others,
any method for roof extraction will have to compensate for this. While the density of the
point cloud from the SURE workflow lies within 13 point per cubic meter, as seen in Figure
8, the standard deviation was about 40 % of the mean, leading to huge disparities in the
cloud.

While there exist other software to create point clouds from photography, they all use sim-
ilar techniques, only differentiating in the implementation of the methods and algorithms
presented in the thesis. It is therefore not probable that changing software will yield a better
result.

Presumably, most problems in the point cloud creation could be remedied by taking more
photos at lower heights, with more overlap and gaining even higher resolution than the 25
cm per pixel available in the original aerial photography. On Lantmäteriets survey they do
take more images, but these are not available for the public due to Lantmäteriets current
polices which are governed by the state. This is unfortunate. While a political decision, the
public gain of a three dimensional mapping of terrain and especially urban environments
would be immense.

Since roofs unfortunately can have almost any shape, everything from spherical to concave
form, even the edge cases are still to be considered when extracting roof information on a
national level. When using the methods described in Chapter 5, there is typically a certain
degree of generalization of the shapes of roofs. In this thesis we have only looked at nice
topological roofs, i.e. consisting of multiple planes with defined ridges and clean cut seg-
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ments. The method would undoubtedly fail more in an area consisting of conical or rounded
roofs.

From the different methods available, the most promising seemed to be the efficient RANSAC
algorithm for detecting shapes by Schnabel et al. 2007 [37]. It bested it opponents by being
conceptual simplest to implementation next to region growing and showed more promising
results compared to the region growing segmentation algorithm in a pre-study by the author.

Still, the results from the implementation of the efficient RANSAC algorithm for finding
planes and connecting those to roofs yielded a low success rate. Many roofs identified
hinted at the topology but few where correctly segmented. Again, this is probably due to
the amount of noise and fluctuating density of the generated point cloud. Some part of the
low success could be in the parameter fitting. However, optimal parameters would probably
require fitting on each part of the cloud, wielding little option for generalization.

A limitation is that no comparison to different methods for findings roofs exist, such as
using DSM’s or non-model based approaches. DSMs is also something that could quite
easily be produced from the aerial photographies Stahl et al. [9] showed that a combination
of aerial images, digital elevation model (DEM, very similar to a digital surface model) and
LiDAR very successfully could identify roof buildings in an urban environment. A similar
combination taken from publicly available data in Sweden could yield further success.

The usage of property maps for filtering out ground noise is another limiting factor for
complete results since there may be newer building that are not yet reported in the vector
based GSD-Property map. The GSD-Property map is not updated on an equally quick rate
on a municipal level, with some municipal being faster or slower than others. It could also
be that some buildings are intentionally not reported to the government. This also limit the
method in those cases where the roof is much larger than the reported building area.

There are other ways than using a GSD-Property map to filter out noise, for example it
would certainly be possible to use line or contour fitting directly on the aerial images to
detect building edges and walls. Nex and Remondindo 2012 [3] used DEM in combination
with infrared and color images to remove vegetation and ground noise for a roof outline
reconstruction. A rough DEM could be generated from the aerial imagery material provided
for this study, which looks be a promising for another study.

Another interesting aspect is in fully automatic versus semi automatic. A fully automatic
roof segmentation and extraction method from aerial photography would only need a spe-
cific place and then process everything. In the RANSAC algorithm that was used in this
thesis at least five different parameters where crucial for the roof segmentation and fine
tuning these for a particular area or building proved to be very specific and with manually
inspecting the result. This is clearly not a fully automatic process. It is possible that if
the resultant point cloud would to be more uniform and homogen, the particular parametric
fitting could be more generalized.
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6.1 Future work

The results of this thesis points strongly to the fact that aerial imagery used in Lantmäteriets
maps are unsuitable for extracting rooftop information from generated point clouds using
the methods described. However, more methods for automatically gaining the needed in-
formation still exists to be explored. It would be worthwhile to explore a combination of
DEM and aerial photography such as Stahl et al. used [9]. Other possible venues are if
cheap UAV could be used in conjuncture with proposed roof segment extracting methods.
Some studies [45] have used graph based searches or contour evolution methods to fuse the
different segments together, this could also be interesting to continue.

Any development of shape based roof extraction will probably use some kind of higher
order methodology for the task of fusing roof segments to give a better answer to the precise
nature of roofs. More studies in this area is required.
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